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Ranked 4.7 based on 11224 customer reviews It is a great course, every aspect of sailing safely covered. I can not give it a 5 stars for ... Very useful information with both videos and reading materials Taught very well! I found that I was lacking in knowledge for a few TC questions but overall very comprehensive and ... It was very informful about some lights
and signals and emergency procedures Well, I liked how to learn It was easy and fun Thank you That's good and I'm glad I don't have to do it again very straight forward and extremely easy to use and navigation will definitely steer people to this... It is very knowledgeable a great refresher course that is easy to follow. I watched the video and then read the
content to reinforce what I ... Test your boating knowledge with the practice boat permit exam. The test consists of 10 multiple choice questions, similar to the final test. Are you ready to take the BOATsmart!® exam? Take canadian pleasure craft to run your online test card now. Campfire Collective helps people have great outdoor adventures. We are on a
mission to take you to water, trails, fields and mountains with more confidence. Learn more about our online courses and what we do.
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